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The highway-vehicle-obiect-s¡mulation model (HVOSM) was used to study ve-

hicle responses and their sens¡tivity to var¡ous highway curve elements, After
¡n¡t¡al validation runs, a parameter study was conducted by using a simulated
path of an ¡nâttent¡ve driver. The highway anrve and operational elements
studied included vehicle speed, highway curve radius, length of curve, super-
elevation rate, superelevation runoff length, superelevation runoff distribution,
presence of spiral transition, and presence of downgrade, The study revealed
two significant results: (a) the dynamic response of vehicles travers¡ng a high-
way curve is sensitive to speed; and (bl the addition of sp¡ral transitions to
highway curves dramatically reduæs the fristion demand of cr¡t¡Él veh¡cle
traversals.

One phase of the FHWA research project, rEffective-
ness of Design Criteria for Geo¡netric Elernents,r is
presented in this paper. The project is a compre-
hensive effort ained at guantifying aspects of high-
way design that have the greatest impact on highway
safety.

The objectives of the research phase presented
here are to

1. Denonstrate the applicability of the high-
way-vehicle-object-sinulation nodeL (EVOSM) as a
tool for evaluating the dynamic response of vehicles
traversing highway curves, and

2. Study the sensiÈivity of criÈica1 vehicle
traversals to various highway curve design elements.

RESEÀRCII METHODOLOGY

H\rcSM is a computerized mathematical model of a
passenger vehicle that was originally dleveloped by
CorneIl Aeronautical Laboratories and subsequently
refined by Calspan Corporation (l). gvOS¡l sinulates
the dynamic response of a vehicle Èraversing a
three-dimensionaL terrain configuration. The vehi-
cle is composed of four rigid nasses: sprung mass,
unsprung masses of the left and right independent
suspensions of the front wheels, and an unsprung
tnass that represents a solíd rear-axle assembly.

The Roadside Design version of HvOsM currentLy
available fron FHWA is useil in this study. Because
the objective of these HVOSM tests is to study vari-
ous dynamic response components, irrespective of
available skid resistance, a high (0.8) friction
factor was used. A 1971 Do¿lge Coronet was used as
the test vehicle because it best represented the
current population of passenger cars among the vehi-
cles that have been mo¿leled for H\¡OSM application.
Certain nodifications were made to perforrn the high-
way curve traversals and to interpret the appropri-
ate dynanic responses:

1. DrÍver discomfort factor output,
2. Friction demanil output,
3. Terrain table generator,
4. Driver model inputs (danping, steer velocity,

steer ínitialization) r and
5. l{agon-tongue path-foJ-lowing algorithm.

One significant aspect of the path-fo1lo\¿ing
algorithm is the length of the wagon-tongue or probe
length. The hragon-tongue is attached to the center

of gravity and extends in front of the vehicle par-
allel to its x-axis. À probe at the end of the
wagon-tongue ¡nonitors the error from the intended
path and activates the driver nodel inputs.

The probe length sinulates the conplex interac-
tion that occurs as a driver sees the roadway ahead
and responds to what is seen. Selection of a probe
length, therefore, deternines the type of driver
being modeleil. very long probe lengths are indica-
tive of icleal ilrivers irho prepare for the curve well
in advance. The resuLting sinulated behavior closely
follows thaÈ described by the centripetal force
equation, where the simulated vehícle path tracks
alrnost exectly Ëhe center of the lane.

Moderate probe lengths create ninor path correc-
tions just preceding the curve and allot¡ Èhe vehicle
to track in a near-optimun nanner. calculateil fric-
tion values are somewhat higher than the values
generated e¡ith the longer probe length.

Very short probe lengths represent either ag-
gressíve or inattentive driver behavior. Path cor-
rections in response to the presence of the curve
wouLd come only as the vehicle actually enters the
curve. The result is a dynamic overshoot at the
beginning of the curve, where high Lateral friction
demanil is generate¿l by the vehicle, and the vehicle
follows a distinctly noncircular path.

This discussion enphasizes the need to carefully
define the driver behavior being modeleil. Eighly
variable results can be obtained by running díffer-
ent probe lengths on the same simulated curve at the
same speed.

INITIAL HVOSM STUDIES

Twelve initial F\¡OSM runs were ¡nade to demonstrate
and verify that the moilel yields reasonable dynarnic
responses for curve traversals. These runs were
¡nade on unspiraled highway curves with the ÀASIIO (2)
superelevation runoff length distributed at 70 per-
cent on tangent antl 30 percent on curve. The idea
was to select a long probe length that wouLd allow
the vehicle to track the center of the lane with
little path deviation. The resulting vehicle dy-
na¡nics given by HVOSM could then be compared with
those predicteil by the centripetal force equation.

The calculateil and si¡nulated dynanic responses
for running the vehicle at design speeil for the 12
test curves are given in Table 1. The calculated
tateral acceleration N2 /L27F-l andl the si¡nulated
lateral acceleration are closely comparable for all
tests. ÀIso, the calculated tire responses
ÍN2 /I27Rl-el are comparable with Ëhe simulated
tire responses.

It is interesting to note that, because of roll-
angle, the driver discomfort factor (centrifugal
acceleration acting on the driver) is always higher
than the lateral acceleration on the tires. There-
fore, the design f values in the ÀAsHo process are
not the centrifugal acceleration where the driver
begins to feel disconforÈ, but represent the lateral
friction on the tires that creates a higher thresh-
old of driver discomfort.
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Table l. lnirial HVosM rests.
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Roadway Super-
Speed Radius elevation
(km/h) (m) (m/m)

Calculated Calculated
Lateral Ti¡e
Acceleration Friction
N2ll2rR) (v2l],:.R)el

HVOSM Results

Maximum Maximum Maximum Drive¡
Lateral Tire Discomfort
Acceleration F¡iction Factor

33
33
50
50
6t
67
83
83

100
100
117
117

33
39
7Q
83

t43
t'7 5

198
259
368
466
499
635

0.08
0.04
0.10
0.06
0.08
0.04
0.10
0.06
0.08
0.04
0.10
0.06

0.25
0.21
0.26
0.22
0.23
0.19
0.26
0.20
0.20
0.r 6
o.20
0.16

0.17
o.17
0.16
0.16
0.15
0.15
0.16
0. l4
0.12
0.12
0.10
0.l0

o.25
0.20
0.26
0.22
0.23
0. l9
0.2'7
0.20
0.22
0.18
0.20
0.16

0.17 0.20
0.14 0.18
0.17 0.20
0.17 0.20
0.1 6 0.1 8
0.16 0.19
o.1'7 0.21
0.14 0.18
0.10 0.15
0.12 0.16
0.11 0.12
0.1 l 0.13.l

,-l
.l
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NOMINALI,Y CRITICÀJ, \IEEICLE OPERÀTIONS

with EvOsM verifie¿l for use on curve traversals, the
model appeared to be a reasonable tool for studying
traversals where the vehicle does not precisely
foll-ow the center of the lane. The purpose of this
exercise was to use III/OSM to study the sensitivity
of vehicle dynamics to varying curve an¿l operational
Parameters.

It was first necessary to define a nominally
critical level of driver behavior. Less-critical or
near average behavior would result in sinulations
that tend to ¡nirror dynanics preilicted by the cen-
tripetal force equation. on the other hand, highly
critical levels tnay not produce realistic results,
an¿l thus may not provide a useful basis for com-
paring variable geornetrics.

The selection of an appropriate leve1 of criti-
cality \{as based on previous vehicle operations
research. studies by clennon (3) in Texas indicated
that most drivers exceeil the ÀASHo clesign f by a
noninal amount. and that so¡ne exceed it greatly.
The subjecÈ report revealed that maximum path curva-
ture was related to highway curvature for various
percentiÌes of the driving population. For purposes
of this study, the 95th percentile path was selecte¿l
to represent noninally critical operations. This
relation is

R" = 19,82sR/(R + 23,096) (1)

where Rv is the 95th percentile vehicle path ra-
dius (¡n) and R is the highway curve ra¿lius (¡n). By
using this path, the critical f factors were calcu-
lated by substituting path curvature for highvray
curvature in the centripetal force eguation for any
dlesign speedl combination of highway curvature an¿l
superelevation.

With the establishment of the relation between
highway curve parameters andl noninally critical f
factorsr several prelininary IIVOSM runs v¡ere made to
select a probe length that best generated Èhe in-
ten¿led critical operations. This probe length was

L= 0.25v (2)

nhere L is the probe length (c¡n) and v is Èhe for-
warcl velocity (cmlsec) .

CRTTICAI, EVOSM STUDIES

with the probe length establishetl, H\¡OSM coutd study
the sensitivity of vehicle dynanics to various high-
way curve design and operational paraneters under
noninally critical path-follov¡ing conditions. Of
particuLar interest were

1. Vehicle speeil'
2. superelevation'runoff length.
3. superelevation runoff distribution,
4. Presence of spirals,
5. Length of spiral,
6. Presence of dor¡ngrader an¿l
7. Short curve lengths.

T\denty-four EvosM runs were ¡nade þr using six
ÀASHO rnetricatedl curves. The results of these runs
are given in Table 2. The conclusions from these
studies are discussed belov¡.

Vehicle Speed

The dynanic responses on any cÞE-vê êrêi sensitive to
vehicle speed. Each of the six test highway curves
was run at 20 krn/h above design speed. The tire
friction for this speed increnent was quite sensi-
tive for the loerer design speed curves. For the 40
kn/h design speed curve' the friction denand was
si¡nulated to be 0.52 compared ¡vith a ilesign f of
0.16. These results coul¿l also be similarly pre-
dicted with the centripetal force equation (thus
providing one rnore verification of the II\/OSM ¡nethod-
ology) .

The implications of the test results for speed
are signifícant. These inplications suggest that an
exist.ing highway curve that is underdesigned for the
prevailing operating speeil could present a severe
roadway hazard. This is particularly true for de-
sign spee¿ls below 100 kn,/h. Àt these lower design
speeils the actual vehicle operating speeds of 10
k¡n/h or ¡nore above the curve ilesign speedl can be
reasonably expected.

superelevation Runoff Lenqth

superel.evation runoff lengËh was evaluated for 80
and I00 km/h design speeds by comparing the AASHO
runoff length with one that vras half as ¡nuch. In
this cornparison the superelevation runoff length e¡as
distributed with 70 percent on the . tangent and 30
percent on the curve.

The sonewhat surprising result of these tests was
that the shorter runoff length yielded snaller fric-
tion dlenands. The only identifiable explanation for
this phenonenon is that the maximum friction denands
Èake place in the initial part, of the curve, where
the shorter runoff length would provide slightly
higher superelevation.

Superelevation Runoff Distribution

Superelevation runoff dlistribution was evaluatedl for
80 and L2O k¡n/h highway curves that have AÀSEO
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Table 2. Cr¡tical HVOSM tests.
Test Pdameters

Maximum Cune Length of
Cu¡ve Super- Design Superele-
Radius elevation Speed vation
(m) (m/m) (km/h) Runoff (m)

Maximum
Superele- Presence
vation on and Length Percent
Tangent (/o) of SpÍal Grade

Results

AASHO
Design HVOSM
ff

Operating
Speed of
Test Vehicle
(km/h)

7 50 0.06
750 0.06
600 0.10
600 0.10
600 0.10
600 0.10
410 0.08
4to 0.08
4t0 0.08
4t0 0.08
zto 0.10
210 0.10
210 0.10
2t0 0.10
zto 0.10
Ttoa 0.t0
210 0.10
130 0.08
130 0.08
130 0.08
130 0.08
50 0.10
50 0.10
5 0 0.10

None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
AASHO
None
None
None
None
AASHO
None
None
None
None
None
AASHO
None
None
None

140
120
140
t20
120
t20
120
100
100
100
100
80
80
80
80
80

100
80
60
60
60
60
40
40

120 6l
t20 6t
120 92
120 92
120 92
r20 50
r00 66
100 66
t00 33
100 66
80 't2
80 72
80 72
80 72
80 72
80 72
80 72
60 50
60 s0
60 s0
60 50
40 50
40 50
40 50

70
70
70
'70
2Q

70
70
70
70
NA
70
70
20
70
NA
70
20
70
70
70
NA
70
70
'70

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
U

0
0
0
0
0
5
0
0
5
0
0
5

0
0
0
5

0.092 0.190
0.092 0. 15 0
0.092 0.230
0.092 0.160
0.092 0.1 90
0.092 0.120
0.1r6 0.260
0.1 16 0.170
0.1 16 0.140
0.1 16 0.100
0.140 0.390
0.140 0.240
0.140 0.260
0.140 0.240
0.140 0.t20
0.140 0.200
0.140 0.430
0.15 2 0.400
0.152 0.200
0.152 0.210
0.152 0.120
0.t64 0.520
0.164 0.200
0.164 0.200

Note: N4 = ¡e1 ¿"ui1u6¡".
a5o-m curue length.

superelevation runoff lengths with 70-30 andl 2O-gO
distributions.

As expected, the 70-30 distribution, where nost
of the superelevation transition is provided on the
tangent, produces so¡nehrhat smaller friction denands.
The ilifferences can be explained almost entirely by
the difference in superelevation in the initíal part
of the curve yrhere the naxínum friction de¡nand is
generated.

Presence of spirals

The presence of spirals was evaluated for highway
curves with design speeds betereen 60 anil 100 kmr/h.
The conparison was between highway curves lvith and
without ÀÀSEO spirals.

This conparison provides the nost dramatic re-
sults of the study. fn atl cases the presence of
the spiral recluced the friction demandt fro¡n a value
significantly higher than the design f to one that
was below the design f.

The reason for this dEamatic result is readity
evident. For the driver who is inattentive or for
sone other reason has linited notice of the upconing
curve, the spiral not only reduces the driverrs
absolute path error over time but requires less
severe steering to correct for the desired path
because the path of a spiral is less severe than the
path of a circular curve.

Length of Spira1

Although the initial plan nas to test a spiral that
was twice the length of an AÀSHO spiral, this plan
!úas not carried through after obtaining the dranatic
results for the presence of AASEO spirals.

Presence of Downgrade

The presence of downgrades was evaluated for highway
curve design speeds between 40 and 80 km,/h. In
conparÍng a 5 percent downgrade with level terrain,
no dlfference was found in the friction demand.

Short Curve Lengths

Short curve lengths were evaluate¿l by exanining the
difference between vehicular response to the ap-
proach to a curve (i.e., the dynamics of proceeding
fron tangent to curve) and the response to a very,
short curve. Short curves require continuous
responses by the driver as he moves in and then out
of the curve. À 50-m curve length of an gO knlh
design curve was selected for analysis.

The results of this test indicate that the short
curve does not generate any greater dynanic re-
sponses than those found on a longer curve that has
the same radius and vehicle speed.

ST'M¡,TÀRY

The critical analysis of highway curve design par¿¡m-
eÈers províded two significant results. First, the
dynamic response of vehicles traversing a highway
curve are extrernely sensitive to speed. This in-
plies that existing highway curves that are severely
underdesigned for prevailing highway speeds lnay
present serious roaihray hazards.

Second, it is significant to note that the addi-
tion of spiral transitions to highway curves dra¡nat-
ically reduces the friction demand of criticaL vehi-
cle traversals.
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